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University Of Chicago Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 456 pages. Dimensions:
9.0in. x 6.0in. x 1.0in.For far too long humans have been ignoring nature. As the most dominant,
overproducing, overconsuming, big-brained, big-footed, arrogant, and invasive species ever
known, we are wrecking the planet at an unprecedented rate. And while science is important to our
understanding of the impact we have on our environment, it alone does not hold the answers to the
current crisis, nor does it get people to act. In Ignoring Nature No More, Marc Bekoff and a host of
renowned contributors argue that we need a new mind-set about nature, one that centers on
empathy, compassion, and being proactive. This collection of diverse essays is the first book
devoted to compassionate conservation, a growing global movement that translates discussions
and concerns about the well-being of individuals, species, populations, and ecosystems into action.
Written by leading scholars in a host of disciplines, including biology, psychology, sociology, social
work, economics, political science, and philosophy, as well as by locals doing fieldwork in their own
countries, the essays combine the most creative aspects of the current science of animal
conservation with analyses of important psychological and sociocultural issues that...
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This ebook is great. I really could comprehended every thing using this composed e ebook. Its been designed in an exceedingly simple way and it is only
following i finished reading this publication where basically modified me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Her m inia  B la nda-- Her m inia  B la nda

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You may like just how the article writer
compose this ebook.
-- Pr of . Elliott Dickinson-- Pr of . Elliott Dickinson
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